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INT. BREAK ROOM

Josh, Darryl, Charlie, Sara, and Alex are seated at a table

in the break room eating lunch and talking. David enters,

exasperated, and plops down beside his co-workers.

DAVID

Guess who just got a twenty-eight

minute "talking-to" from Libby...

SARA

Twenty-eight minutes? What

happened?

DAVID

Nothing, I put the wrong margins on

my report. She told me off, slapped

my wrists, called me mean names and

she even took my juice box!

CHARLIE

Really? I mean, Libby doesn’t seem

THAT bad...

DAVID

Of course YOU would think that, New

Guy.

ALEX

Yeah, New Guy!

CHARLIE

Okay, seriously? I’m still The New

Guy? Josh and Darryl are new!

Sara’s new!

DARRYL

We may be new guys, but you’re the

NEWEST guy.

CHARLIE

Really? Cause I thought I was the

NEWS guy!

He waits for a laugh. Everyone stares at him blankly. He

coughs.

ALEX

Listen here, new guy. Last month

Libby and I started talking about

whether it was pronounced "gif" or

"jif."

(CONTINUED)
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Karen enters with a stack of papers to make some copies. She

not-so-subtly listens in on the stories.

SARA

Wait, what’s a jif?

ALEX

(ignoring her)

She keeps telling me "It’s not gif,

it’s jif, what are you,

handicapped?" After seven minutes

of talking about it, she throws a

stapler at my head.

SARA

(growing more nervous)

Guys, what is that?

JOSH

See that’s funny, I always thought

it was pronounced "hif." Y’know,

like the Mexican "j" sound.

ALEX

But that’s not all!

SARA

Huh??

ALEX

Two weeks later, I mention

something about a "jif." And she

starts yelling at me saying that

people who pronounce it as "jif"

should be ritually sacrificed, and

I was no exception.

SARA

You keep saying that word, what is

a gif??

DARRYL

Actually it’s "jif."

CHARLIE

No no no, it’s definitely "gif."

JOSH

Sara, calm down, they’re only hifs.

SARA

I give up

(CONTINUED)
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CHARLIE

She can’t be that bad

JOSH

Oh she’s that bad, last week we

were about to go on air, and she

straight-up would not let me on

set! She kept blocking me like a

linebacker saying the news would be

better if we didn’t waste time on

sports. I eventually managed to

skillfully juke past her ’cause,

y’know, I’m me... but she was

furious. I come in my office the

next morning, and she had put a

dead frog in my desk!

KAREN

She did what?!

Libby enters, sipping a juice box.

KAREN

Libby, I’m glad you’re here. I’ve

been hearing some extremely

troubling tales about your

treatment of these employees... is

it true that you put a dead frog in

someone’s desk?

LIBBY

What?? I would never do that!

(she drains the juice box and

throws it aside)

It was a dead squirrel, not a frog.

KAREN

That is, well, disconcerting to say

the least. If your behavior doesn’t

shape up, Mrs. Mary Hart will be

extremely cross with the both of

us, and that will land both of us

in her poor graces, and that cannot

happen!

(beat)

Unfortunately I have no choice but

to put you through... Personality

training.

The crowd gives an "Ooooh" as if Libby’s been sent to the

principals office. Libby silences them with a sharp glare

(CONTINUED)
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KAREN

Come to my office at 11.

Karen exits with her copies. Libby stares after her,

dumbfounded, pissed-off, and indignant. Alex begins to

snicker. Without looking, Libby smacks him in the back of

the head.

TITLE SEQUENCE

You know what it is.

INT. KAREN’S OFFICE

Karen is sitting at her desk, with Libby across from her

slumped in a chair.

LIBBY

This is stupid.

KAREN

What I saw this morning was quite

concerning, Libby. Here at the Uno

we cultivate an environment of

respect among co-workers.

LIBBY

Respect? Have you met those people?

KAREN

That’s the problem right there, you

can’t just go insulting people

whenever you want.

LIBBY

Why not?

KAREN

That’s not we do things at the Uno.

That’s no way to lead your team.

LIBBY

Of course not. I suppose you have

your own system at ’The Uno’?

KAREN

As a matter of fact, we do!

(beat)

At The Uno, we have a helpful

four-step system, designed to

promote healthy workplace

interactions between employees of

all levels.

(CONTINUED)
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Without looking, Karen pulls down a poster and pulls a

pointer out of her pocket/desk.

KAREN

One: Share your feelings calmly.

Two: Hear your coworkers’ side of

the issue.

Three: Introduce a compromise.

Four: Thank them for their

cooperation.

LIBBY

Five: I throw up in your mouth.

KAREN

Okay, here’s a great situation. So,

(she points to Step One)

Libby, when you say you want to

throw up in my mouth, that not only

hurts my feelings, it also makes me

feel as if you don’t take this

meeting seriously. I wish you would

cooperate a little more with your

mandatory sensitivity training.

Karen points to Step Two and gestures towards Libby,

expecting her to speak.

LIBBY

Not only is this training a

colossal waste of my valuable time

and an insult to my well-earned

position, it also gives me the

overwhelming urge to smash your

dumb face against that copier.

KAREN

(cheerfully)

Wonderful, so now I will...

She points to Step Three

KAREN

...introduce this compromise: If

you cooperate with this training

and my instruction, I will not only

allow you to keep your job, but I

will refrain from smashing your

dumb face against the same

aforementioned copier. Deal?

(CONTINUED)
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Libby tries to find a response, but is speechless.

Karen points to Step Four and smiles.

KAREN

Thank you for your cooperation.

INT. ENTRANCE TO NB STUDIO

SARA (TO CAMERA)

Jenny, our field reporter, comes

back from D.C today. We only had

about two days on the team together

before she left but we’ve been

Skyping pretty regularly and the

two of us have become really good

friends. You guys are gonna love

her.

She reacts to something the cameraman said/gestured at

off-screen

SARA

What? Oh, this?

Camera pulls back to reveal Sara holding a gigantic bouquet

of balloons and wearing a t-shirt with Jenny’s face on it,

reading "WELCOME BACK, FRIEND"

SARA

This is nothing. Just... a

welcoming gesture to a fellow

co-worker... OH HERE SHE COMES!

Sara hides around the corner as Jenny makes her entrance,

holding a cup of coffee, wearing her power-suit, and

generally looking ready to kick ass.

SARA (JUMPING OUT)

SURPRISE!

JENNY

JESUS BARTHALEMU CHRIST!

Jenny spills her coffee all over Sara’s face and shirt. Her

briefcase hits the floor and papers are scattered

everywhere. The dust settles for a moment, then Sara wipes

the coffee out of her eyes.

JENNY

(relieved)

Oh, Sara, it’s you! Good thing that

coffee was cold.

(CONTINUED)
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SARA

(sheepishly)

...Heyyyy Jen!

JENNY

It’s been way too long- get over

here, you!

Sara sticks out her hand to shake (a new skill she recently

acquired). Jenny ignores the hand, grabs Sara by the face

and kisses her on both cheeks. As she pulls away she sees

the now-coffee-stained t-shirt.

JENNY

Oh, that’s, um... Sorry about that?

SARA

Totally fine. Except... it was also

the only shirt I brought to work

today...

JENNY

Don’t sweat it!

She rummages through her briefcase and pulls out a plastic

bag with something inside of it.

JENNY

Got this at the airport this

morning. Go put it on and then I

have some stories for you! More

details later, but I will say this

- Ruth Bader Ginsberg sure knows

how to keg stand...

SARA

Ruth Bader who?

She exits. Jenny begins picking up her scattered papers.

CHARLIE enters, walking down the hall casually, and sees the

mess. He rushes over to help.

CHARLIE

You okay there, Miss?

JENNY

Don’t you "Miss" me, punk, that’s

one step short of "Ma’am" and I am

sure as hell-

She sees that it’s Charlie. They recognize each other.

(CONTINUED)
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CHARLIE

Wait, it’s Jenny, right? We met

over Skype - I’m Charlie Evans,

the, um, allegedly handsome one.

JENNY

Ahhh, the new guy! Nice to finally

meet you, Chuck.

Sara re-enters while this exchange is happening.

CHARLIE

It’s... It’s actually not, um, it’s

Charlie

JENNY

Whatever.

Charlie stands up, still shuffling Jenny’s papers. He

glances over his shoulder at Sara, then jumps.

Sara’s wearing Jenny’s souvenir t-shirt: a neon pink cut-up

shirt with some sleazy touristy phrase on it ("Gettin’ the D

in D.C." or something like that).

CHARLIE

WHOA.

SARA

Hey Charlie! So you’ve met Jenny?

CHARLIE

I have, I have...

SARA

Good!

CHARLIE

I like your shirt, very...

CHARLIE

Toursity?

CHARLIE

Yeah, touristy that’s it.

SARA

Well thanks--

They stare at each other. Jenny, clutching her briefcase

sloppily packed with papers, pops up between them,

relatively oblivious to the romantic tension.

(CONTINUED)
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JENNY

So here’s a fun fact: Declaration

of Independence? Easier to "borrow"

than you’d think.

She throws her arms around Charlie and Sara’s shoulders and

starts walking down the hall away from the camera.

JENNY

Also, security guards get all pissy

if you try and give the Lincoln

Memorial one little lap dance.

SARA

What’s a lap dance?

JENNY

Oh boy.

Jenny whispers in Sara’s ear, Sara’s eyes grow wide.

CHARLIE

(to camera)

"Girl Talk"

(beat)

Classic!

He walks away.

SARA

They put what where?!

INT. GABRIEL’S OFFICE

GABRIEL sits confidently in his desk chair.

GABRIEL

(to camera)

I got my first assignment from Mrs.

Hart, our new boss at the Uno, on

Monday. She requested that I make a

"budget" for the show and send it

to her by the end of the week.

GABRIEL

I’ve been swamped all week-
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INT. GABRIEL’S OFFICE

TEXT ON SCREEN: Yesterday

Gabriel sits at the desk in a different suit. He’s staring

intently at the screen, like he’s working hard on something.

The camera scans to see Gabriel in an intense game of

MINESWEEPER.

He clicks a mine. The game ends.

GABRIEL

GOD DAMN IT!

Gabriel is clearly frustrated, he gets up and tries to walk

it off. After a few seconds, he sits back down.

GABRIEL

Eighty-third time’s the charm!

He starts another game.

INT. GABRIEL’S OFFICE

GABRIEL

--So I have to get this thing done

today.

(beat)

I locked myself in this room, and

gave Libby the key so I can’t leave

until I finish.

(beat)

Now, let’s crunch those numbers!

Gabriel looks at his computer. He clicks the mouse a few

times...

GABRIEL

GOD DAMN IT!

(beat)

You know what, I should go ahead

and delete this stupid game too.

INT. CHARLIE’S OFFICE

Charlie walks into his office humming the Indiana Jones

theme song. Josh follows him closely, trying, and failing,

to act normally.

JOSH

Charles, Chuck, Charleston, King

Charles Of England, Cher, Charlie

my boy--

(CONTINUED)
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CHARLIE

Charlie’s fine.

JOSH

Listen, sir Charles. Do you have

second to spare for a lonely Sports

reporter?

CHARLIE

Yeah sure what’s up?

JOSH

I’m uhhh not too sure how to say

this.

(beat)

I saw you hanging out with Jenny

and Sara earlier, and I was

wondering...

(beat)

Did Jenny say anything about me?

CHARLIE

I don’t think so.

JOSH

Really? Nothing about my chiseled

body or irresistible charm?

CHARLIE

Definitely not.

Daryll walks by Charlie’s open door and notices the

conversation

DARYLL

Josh, this better not be what I

think it is.

JOSH

(to charlie)

I’ve gotta go.

He ducks behind a chair.

DARYLL

You can’t hide from me, Sports man!

CHARLIE

What is going on?

Alex and David run into the room.

(CONTINUED)
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DAVID

C’mon Josh, we said no outside

help!

ALEX

You’ll pay for this injustice!

Alex, Daryll, and David all begin to run at Josh. Charlie

gets up and stands in between them

CHARLIE

Everybody calm down!

(beat)

Someone explain to me right now

what the hell is going on.

DAVID

So the four of us have this bet.

CHARLIE

Right.

DARYLL

We wanted to see which of us could

get Jenny to say yes to a date.

CHARLIE

Makes sense.

ALEX

And we agreed, that we would

receive no outside help on this

endeavor. Unfortunately, Josh over

here has broken our blood oath.

CHARLIE

Blood Oath?

JOSH

It was not a blood oath!

ALEX

Was too!

DAVID

I’m pretty sure we just shook

hands.

DARYLL

All four of us at the same time?

(CONTINUED)
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DAVID

Your right that makes no sense, it

had to have been a blood oath.

JOSH

It was not a blood oath

ALEX

Say that one more time!

CHARLIE

GUYS!

(beat)

Can we get back on track?

DAVID

Right. So now that Jenny is back at

the office, the competition is

heating up.

ALEX

And Josh was using you to try and

get the upper hand

CHARLIE

Is this true, Josh?

JOSH

(dejectedly)

Yeah

(beat)

Does this mean I’m disqualified?

CHARLIE

That seems harsh.

DARYLL

Yeah

DAVID

Disqualification it is.

CHARLIE

Woah! You guys are strict

DARYLL

I take bets very seriously

CHARLIE

Noted.

(CONTINUED)
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ALEX

I may have a solution. Since

Charlie has already helped poor

little Josh, the only fair thing

would be for him to teach us all

about girls.

DARRYL

Even playing field. I like it.

CHARLIE

I don’t think--

JOSH

Shut up, Charles, this isn’t about

you.

CHARLIE

It’s 100% about me.

ALEX

So it’s agreed?

JOSH/DAVID/DARYLL

Agreed.

The four of them shake hands at the same time, effectively

forming a circle around Charlie.

CHARLIE

Seems about right.

INT. HALLWAY - OUTSIDE BREAK ROOM

Karen and Libby are walking away from Karen’s office, still

in the Newsbreakers building.

KAREN

Okay, for our next step of

sensitivity training, we’re going

to practice conflict resolution

with someone you’ve previously

wronged. How about an intern?

You’ve got some of those lying

around here, right?

Tommy jumps in and introduces himself.

TOMMY

I’m an intern.

(CONTINUED)
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KAREN

Great! What’s your name?

TOMMY

Tommy, ma’am.

KAREN

Wonderful. Tammy, you’ll be playing

the part of the incompetent intern.

LIBBY

That shouldn’t be hard.

KAREN

Now Timothy, let’s say that during

a broadcast, you turned on the

teleprompter 45 seconds late.

LIBBY

(lunging at him)

TIMMY DID WHAT?!

KAREN

LIBBY. This is constructive

situational role play - Jimmy

didn’t actually do anything wrong.

TOMMY

Oh thank God.

KAREN

Now, Libby, try utilizing our four

steps.

LIBBY

(almost in pain)

Jerry, it makes me upset when you

deliberately try and SABOTAGE THE

SHOW.

KAREN

OKAY. Okay. Great job, Libby. Now,

let’s hear your coworker’s side of

the issue.

She gestures to Tommy.

TOMMY

Well, um, the reason I turned on

the teleprompter 45 seconds late is

because... I... missed the button

with my finger? So. That was my

bad.

(CONTINUED)
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(To Karen)

Am I doing this right?

KAREN

Doing great, Jonny. Now, Libby,

introduce a compromise.

LIBBY

Okay, well, next time, Donny,

please try a bit harder to not be a

complete and utter screw-up with

fat Cheeto-dust covered fingers and

MAYBE I’ll try not to fire your

ass!

She leans in closely to Tommy’s face.

LIBBY

Thank you for your cooperation.

TOMMY

(To Karen)

May I be excused?

KAREN

Yes, Danny, yes you may.

Tommy scurries away.

LIBBY

I thought that went well.

INT. GABRIEL’S OFFICE

Gabriel is still in the office, his hair a little messed up,

and his clothes aren’t as neat and tight as they usually

are.

GABRIEL

Hour 2 of the big budget project

are things are NOT going as

planned.

GABRIEL

I’ve spent most of my time trying

to figure out this computer program

"Excel".

(beat)

Which I am not

Gabriel gives a light chuckle

(CONTINUED)
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GABRIEL

Excelling at.

A loud "BOOOO" comes from outside the office.

GABRIEL

I’ll get it done though. I always

get it done.

(beat)

I’m Gabriel, damn it. I am the

executive producer of a fucking

news show

(beat)

I will not let a stupid budget get

the best of me.

He looks at his watch

GABRIEL

I’ve got 7 more hours.

He takes a swig out of an absurd energy drink.

GABRIEL

Let’s crunch those numbers!

INT. GABRIEL’S OFFICE

TEXT ON SCREEN: 5 Hours Later.

Gabriel’s office is a mess of papers and general

disorganization. Papers cover the floor, the walls are

filled with the messages of a numbers-obsessed psychopath.

Gabriel’s gone full Nic Cage.

He sits in the middle of the office, muttering to himself

inaudibly. His suit jacket is completely off, the rest of

his clothes are dirty and unkempt.

After ten seconds or so, He has a eureka moment. His face

perks up. Gabriel grabs some of the papers around him

GABRIEL

That’s it!

(beat)

I’LL PAY THEM IN EUROS!

He gets up, newly invigorated, and goes to the desk. He

takes another big swig of an energy drink on the way.
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INT. CLASSROOM

Charlie is standing at the whiteboard, Daryll, Alex, David,

and Josh are seated in desks in a semi-circle in front of

him. "How To Get Girls" is written on the board behind

Charlie

CHARLIE

Welcome to How To Get Girls, I’m

your professor Dr. Charlie

Evans. The first and most important

rule of dating is this: The girl is

always right.

ALEX

Genius! Where does he come up with

this stuff?

INT. CLASSROOM-TALKING HEAD

Charlie talks to the camera. The guys are talking to each

other in the background.

CHARLIE

To be honest, I don’t know the

first thing about how to get girls.

I haven’t had a girlfriend in 3

years. But they seemed pretty

desperate, and I didn’t want to let

them down.

(beat)

I’m not worried. I’ve seen this

sort of thing done all the time in

movies. The "cool guy" teaches the

"loser" guy the tricks to success

in the dating world. If Will Smith

can help Kevin James marry a model

in Hitch, I can get one of these

guys a date with Jenny.

INT. CLASSROOM

Back to the main scene.

CHARLIE

Who wants to go first?

Everyone’s hands shoot up in the air.

CHARLIE

David.

David celebrates and gets up to stands next to Charlie.

(CONTINUED)
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CHARLIE

Okay, let’s start simple: One of

the easiest ways to initiate a

conversation with a girl is to find

a shared interest, something you

both have in common.

DAVID

Like what?

CHARLIE

A favorite movie, maybe. Or a

similar hobby. Even a favorite

lunch spot. If you have similar

tastes in things, Jenny might think

you’d be a good couple.

INT. BREAK ROOM

SARA and JENNY are talking in the break room.

SARA

I forgot to tell you, I went to

that Mexican restaurant you told me

about last week.

JENNY

Oh, which one?

SARA

The one with the weird name.

JENNY

Oh, Los Estupidos Americanos.

David flies into the scene out of nowhere and lands

uncomfortably close to Jenny.

DAVID

The old L,E,A I love that joint.

SARA

I just ate there last week, I had

Nachos for the first time.

(beat)

Delicious!

DAVID

Yeah, yeah, whatever Sara. So you

like Mexican food Jenny?

(CONTINUED)
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JENNY

Uhhh yeah, of course.

DAVID

No way, I like Mexican food too!

SARA

Me Three!

DAVID

You wanna get together, and talk

about it sometime, Jen?

JENNY

No, thank you. Please leave.

David walks away dejectedly.

SARA

That was rude.

JENNY

Oh Sara. My sweet, sweet, Sara. You

have so much to learn.

Jenny puts her arm around Sara.

JENNY

Dan-

SARA

David.

JENNY

Doesn’t matter. He just wanted to

go on a date with me. He doesn’t

really care about Mexican food, he

was trying to find something in we

had in common.

SARA

Why would he do that?

JENNY

To make me think that he and I

would make a good couple, which--

Jenny shudders.

JENNY

We would not.
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INT. CLASSROOM

Back to the boys.

CHARLIE

Okay, Daryll, you’re up.

DARYLL

You guys ready to watch the master

do his thing?

CHARLIE

The master, huh?

DARYLL

You heard me.

CHARLIE

So if you’re the master. You don’t

need my help, right?

Daryll pauses.

DARYLL

That logic is sound.

INT. BREAK ROOM

Sara and Jenny are seated at a table. Daryll walks up to

them.

SARA

Hey D, what’s up?

Daryll is frozen. He stares back and forth awkwardly. He is

emitting a quiet "uhhhhh" noise and seems incapable of

forming words

SARA

Daryll? Are you okay?

Daryll is still frozen. Jenny gets up. She walks towards

Daryll and pats him on the bat.

JENNY

Time to go big man.

She pushes Daryll out the door without breaking a sweat. She

closes the break room door behind her.

JENNY

What does he do again?

(CONTINUED)
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SARA

He’s our weatherman

JENNY

That guy talks for a living?

(beat)

This place is full of surprises.

INT. CLASSROOM

CHARLIE

Okay, new tactic. Alex, here’s what

you’re gonna do:

Alex whips out a notepad.

CHARLIE

Try to befriend Sara, and use her

as an in with Jenny.

ALEX

Ahhhhhhh, I see.

CHARLIE

Do you?

ALEX

No, I don’t. At all. Please expand.

INT. BREAK ROOM

Alex sits down next to Sara.

ALEX

Hey Sara, how’s it going?

SARA

Pretty good. Jenny just showed me

this hilarious video called "Can I

Have Your Number"

ALEX

Oh I love that one!

SARA

So good. I can’t believe my Mom

never let us watch TV. I missed so

much!

ALEX

You couldn’t watch TV? That’s

crazy.

(CONTINUED)
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SARA

I know, right?

Jenny sits down.

JENNY

Nice try, Alex.

ALEX

(nervous)

What are you walking about?

JENNY

You’re trying to use Sara to get a

date with me, weren’t you?

SARA

Seriously? What the heck Alex?

ALEX

No, I was---

Alex grows darker, the lighting changes. He gives a creepy

smile.

ALEX

Fine. You got me this time. I was

so close!

Jenny and Sara cross their arms and give each other a

knowing nod.

ALEX

I would’ve got away with it too, if

wasn’t for those meddling

reporters!

JENNY

Leave now, quickly. Before we

change our mind.

INT. CLASSROOM

CHARLIE

Okay Josh, you are our last hope.

What do you got?

JOSH

Never fear, Charlie my boy.

(beat)

Josh has some tricks up his sleeve.

(CONTINUED)
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CHARLIE

I would definitely advise against

the third person stuff when you

talk to Jenny.

JOSH

Before I became the jock you all

know so well today, I was once a

classically trained performer,

destined to grace the stages of

Broadway.

CHARLIE

This is good.

JOSH

I know, Charlie, I know.

(beat)

No girl, not even the infamous

Jenny the field reporter, can

resist the charms of a

well-executed song and dance

number.

INT. BREAK ROOM

JOSH

1, 2, 3, Hit it.

Sara and Jenny are seated in chair at end of the break room.

The tables have been cleared out.

JOSH

(singing)

There was once...

INT. BREAK ROOM

TEXT ON SCREEN: Ten Glorious Minutes Later

There are streamers and glitter all around the room. Josh’s

shirt is completely unbuttoned, he’s holding a mic. The guys

and Sara are giving a standing O behind where Jenny is

seated.

JOSH

Thank you, thank you.

SARA

Amazing! I loved it.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Jenny?

JENNY

Please. I’ve had entire broadway

casts perform private shows for me.

Stay in sports where you belong,

Josh.

Charlie and the guys throw their hands in the air in

disbelief.

INT. KAREN’S OFFICE

Karen is visibly disheveled and has "had it up to here" with

Libby’s antics, but tries to keep positive. Libby is growing

more and more impatient with the process.

KAREN

So Libby, I feel this has been a

productive and beneficial workshop

for the both of us. Do you feel you

have learned more about the complex

art of office leadership?

LIBBY

Oh of course. You have enlightened

me. I’ll hold this experience near

and dear to my heart for the rest

of my professional life.

Karen pauses, then takes off her glasses.

KAREN

Oh cut the crap, Libby.

LIBBY

What ever do you mean, Karen?

KAREN

You don’t like me. I don’t like

you.

LIBBY

Your observational skills are

extraordinary. Tell me, how did you

deduce that revelation?

KAREN

Look, You’ve got to learn how to

play well with others. Like it or

not, you are a part of a team now,

it’s not just you and Gabriel

against the world anymore.
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(beat)

You’ve got a whole team of talented

people who need a leader.

LIBBY

I appreciate that, but I’m not the

girl you’re looking for. I do

better on my own. I don’t know the

first thing about being a leader.

KAREN

You should give it a try sometime.

You might be pretty good at it.

There’s a couple seconds of awkward silence.

LIBBY

Are we done yet?

KAREN

(dejectedly)

Yeah. You’re free.

Libby leaves.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM

The guys, defeated, sit around a table. Charlie looks over

them.

ALEX

It’s impossible. We can’t break

her!

JOSH

She has an iron will. Just like

Michael Jordan back in the day.

DAVID

...Who?

JOSH

Leave. Leave now.

ALEX

Charlie, what made you think this

method would work? We all got shot

down immediately!

CHARLIE

Don’t blame the method, guys. It’s

all execution.
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JOSH

What are you saying - That if you

did it, you could pull it off?

CHARLIE

Trust me, I know what I’m doing

when it comes to girls.

DAVID

Well, in that case, let’s see it!

ALEX

Yeah! We’ve been blindly trying

your "method" all day. It’s time we

saw some evidence.

CHARLIE

You want evidence? Alright. Watch

and learn.

Charlie preps himself and starts walking towards the girls.

JENNY

...and if their lame pickup line

actually works, it’s all downhill

from there.

SARA

Well... what about Charlie?

JENNY

What about him?

SARA

I mean, he acts a bit more romantic

than the others.

JENNY

Does he?

Charlie arrives.

CHARLIE

Hey, Jenny! You know, I--

JENNY

Hold that thought.

Jenny grips him by the collar and pulls him in for a giant

kiss. The guys, watching from a distance, are shocked.

(CONTINUED)
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ALEX

HOW!?

Jenny releases Charlie.

JENNY

Eh. He’s all yours, Sara!

Jenny peaces out. Charlie and Sara are stunned.

CHARLIE

"All yours," What does that mean?

SARA

I have to go... do a thing.

Sara backs away awkwardly. They both sheepishly wave at each

other. Once she is out of sight, he turns towards the guys,

fists in the air. They applaud. He walks past them

confidently and Daryll bows to him as he passes.

INT. TALKING HEAD

CHARLIE

Just like I planned it!

INT. HALLWAY

Libby is walking down the hall towards Gabriel’s office.

LIBBY

Gabriel has now been locked in here

for... nine hours, forty-six

minutes, and twenty-seven seconds.

Either he finished the budget or he

died. Let’s find out!

She opens the door.

INT. GABRIEL’S OFFICE

Gabriel is rocking back and forth in the fetal position. The

walls are lined with numbers and formulas. The floor and

desk are littered with papers, many of which are crumpled up

and chewed on, and there are energy drinks all over the

place.

GABRIEL

(muttering)

The numbers... the numbers...
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LIBBY

What the hell, Gabriel?

GABRIEL

The budget. The numbers.

He whips his head to look at her, wild-eyed and twitchy.

GABRIEL

What does it all mean, Libby?!

LIBBY

(trying to bite her tongue)

You - I mean how - this -

She takes a deep breath and steps over Gabriel to get to his

desk. She grabs a few empty cans on the keyboard and throws

them aside. She looks at the screen.

LIBBY

Is this... minesweeper?

GABRIEL

(still delirious)

Boom boom... boom boom...

She rolls her eyes and pulls up the tab he was working on.

She freezes in disbelief.

LIBBY

Gabriel.

GABRIEL

Mm.

LIBBY

Gabriel you didn’t press Enter.

GABRIEL

What?

LIBBY

(growing in intensity)

ALL YOU HAD TO DO WAS PRESS ENTER!

Gabriel walks over and examines the screen.

GABRIEL

How did I not think of that?

LIBBY

Cause you’re an idiot. Everyone

here is an idiot!

(CONTINUED)
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(beat)

I spent all day busting my ass to

become "a better leader", and what

was my loving boyfriend and

Executive Producer doing while I

dealt with Karen and those idiots

over at "The Uno"?

(beat)

He ruined what used to be a very

nice office because he couldn’t

make one stupid budget!

(beat)

You had 5 days, Gabriel. 5 whole

days! You spent four of them

playing Minesweeper, because

apparently your stuck in 2003, and

today you just sat in the fetal

position doing your best Nicolas

Cage impression, when literally all

you had to do is press fucking

enter!

Libby calms herself down. After a few seconds she addresses

Gabriel.

LIBBY

I’m sorry I screamed. I didn’t mean

it G, you know that. It’s just been

one of those days.

She walks over and leans on Gabriel’s shoulder. He puts his

arm around her

GABRIEL

Trust me, I know the feeling.

Gabriel motions at the mess of the room, Libby lets some

frustration out with a laugh. He kisses her forehead.

LIBBY

We should probably clean up.

Libby and Gabriel start to clean up the papers. While

Gabriel is down gathering papers, Libby picks up an energy

drink. She goes to take a swig.

GABRIEL

I uhhhh, wouldn’t drink that.

LIBBY

Why not?
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GABRIEL

There’s like a fifty-fifty shot

it’s urine.

She laughs it off and throws the can towards Gabriel.

GABRIEL

Hey!

He throws a can back. The fight is on. The couple laugh to

themselves as they throw the discarded trash back and forth.

So much for cleaning up!

INT. CHARLIE’S OFFICE

Sara enters the office. Charlie is sitting at his desk on

the computer.

SARA

You wanted to see me?

CHARLIE

Right.

Charlie gets up and walks so he’s on the same side of the

desk as Sara.

CHARLIE

We should talk about today.

SARA

What about it?

CHARLIE

I just wanted to apologize, I

shouldn’t have told those guys to

pull those silly moves on you and

Jenny like that.

SARA

You told them to do all that?

CHARLIE

No.

(beat)

Well, yeah. They came to me looking

for advice, and I didn’t want to

let them down. So I tried to help

them ask Jenny on a date.

SARA

Wow.
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CHARLIE

I know, I know. I’m sorry. Just

know that I’m not normally like

that at all, and in fact I’m

usually really good with girls--

Sara cuts him off.

SARA

So those moves were your idea?

CHARLIE

(Ashamed)

Yeah.

SARA

You got some crappy moves, Evans.

Charlie is relieved Sara isn’t mad.

CHARLIE

Oh, do I?

SARA

You do.

CHARLIE

Well those technically aren’t my

moves.

Sara digests this information

SARA

So what is it, then?

CHARLIE

What is what?

SARA

Your move.

CHARLIE

You’re not ready for the move.

SARA

Ahhh, I see. So when will I be

ready?

CHARLIE

Can’t tell you that.
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SARA

But how will I know the move when I

see it?

CHARLIE

Trust me, you’ll know.

SARA

How?

CHARLIE

Sometimes, you just do.

Sara gets up to leave.

SARA

I’ll be waiting...

Sara leaves. Charlie gives a smile and walks back to his

desk. He sits down, drums a pen on his desk and leans back

contentedly.

THE END.


